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Visual identity of the New Apple 
by Sasa Sekulic 

What's in a logo? 

Lets first begin with an already existing analysis - albeit a bit outdated, done by Jean-Marie 
Floch in his book Visual Identities (p. 30), written in 1995 - of Apple's and IBM's logo, seen 
then by him as two IT giants that are "perfect illustrations of how corporate design is a 
matter of both difference and continuity" (difference because of brand positioning and 
continuity as evidence of ongoing values of the company). He sees their logos as "signs - or 
more appropriately as visual statements - which are integrated into the respective 
corporate discourses of these two IT companies". 

IBM's logo was designed in 1956 by Paul Rand, using the initials of the company name, and 
he created it by actually slightly modifying the original Egyptian typeface (City Medium), 
thus making it, paradoxically, " more solid, grounded and balanced ", a single block, where 
form was characterized by strength and angularity (holes in the letter B are square). 
Actually, there was a slightly older logo with just the initials in "Beton Bold" typeface, which 
didn't have quite the visual impact; so a new version was designed when new IBM 
chairman, Tom Watson Jr., was installed - this change was to communicate subtly that 
there will be changes in the company. New, final version(s) came in 1972 (Floch says in 
1962), with bars which were to suggest " speed and dynamism ". 8-bar and 13-bar versions 
were made, one for corporate stationary and one for commercial documents and ads (8-bar 
version that survived in the end). There were also designed different positive and negative 
versions, where relationship between dark and light stripes is inverted (dark stripes are 
slightly thicker than the light ones in the positive version), and slight change can be seen in 
the point of the letter M. But, also, it was designed so as to respect the technical limitations 
of photocopiers in the 1970s - solid areas were poorly copied - so logos that avoided large 
solid areas were avoided. Curiously enough, in the 1980s those photocopier limitations were 
gone, but because of the limitations of the new low-resolution digital printers, 13-bar logo 
was difficult to reproduce and was abandoned. 

IBM logo is thus virtually unchanged from 1972 (effectively from 1947), and we have a solid, 
but dynamic-looking logo, whose letters "constitute a kind of tryptich", and whose "stripes 
create repetition of the a-b-a-b type that is made of thick, horizontal , distinct, 
monochromatic lines". It's also important to note that IBM always used blue for its logos 
and often for the enclosures of his computers, hence the "Big Blue" nickname. 

  

 

logo used from 1947 to 
1956 

logo designed in 1956, in 
use until 1972 

striped logo used from 
1972, 8-bar version 

Apple, on the other hand, in the first 2 years of its life had 2 very different logos. First one 
was actually less of a logo and more a vignette, as Floch says "reminiscent of a 'Dungeons 
and Dragons' card". It was designed by Ronald Wayne, a third "co-founder" of Apple, and 
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actually a fellow engineer. It shows Newton sitting under the tree, reading the book, thus 
invoking the fall of apple on Newton's head, event which, according to the legend, led to a 
discovery that would spawn a birth of the modern physics, mathematics and astronomy. 
The text inside was from William Wordsworth: "Newton... 'A Mind Forever Voyaging 
Through Strange Seas of Thought... Alone.'"As Floch says, "in the anthropologist Andre 
Leroi-Gourhan's sense of the term, it's a pictogram - it suggests a 'before', a 'during' and 
an 'after'". It's obviously not a logo made to industry standards, and was used only for 
Apple-1 computer ads and user manuals - coincidentally, it itself not up to industry 
standards (more on that later). 

  

Apple's first logo, 1975-1976 (used only for 
Apple 1) Apple's logo from 1976-2001 

Immediately after starting work on Apple II, Steve Jobs himself overlook the design of the 
new logo, this time done by the professional designer, Rob Janoff of the Regis McKenna 
agency. It was one of his proposals, considered technically challenging and costly, but Jobs 
defended it because he saw it as representing quality of their computers and advertising 
their color capability. Janoff says he gouged a rounded chunk from one side of the Apple as 
a playful comment on the world of bits and bytes, but also " prevented the apple from 
looking like a cherry tomato ". (Moritz, Michael. The Little Kingdom. New York, 
William Morrow and Company, Inc, 1984: 188) 

This new logo appears, according to Floch, to be a mythogram, i.e. it doesn't imply a linear 
narrative but "articulates two symbols, each with its own narrative origin: a tale of 
disobedience, and a tale of renewal. These narrative origins somehow neutralize and 
fixate each other by virtue of their co-presence and interweaving". Also, he thinks that its 
visual characteristics come from a systematic inversion of those of the IBM logo: 

• the shape of the logo is relatively simple and a single entity, unlike IBM's triptych 
form;  

• shapes are made exclusively of curves, and there are no right angles  
• non-repeating polychromatic stripes, with an a-b-b-a sequence (cold colors open and 

close the sequence) of colors, showing a rearranged rainbow, with warm colors 
privileged (they are in the center and there are more warm than cold colors)  
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So, from the strategic angle, by changing the logo Apple has "clearly identified his 
adversary and openly admits its ambitions". Thus "Apple delimits the identity of its 
adversary by positioning both companies within a single discourse". This is a very 
important step because, as we will see later, with further changes in their logo and through 
their ads, they will also change the adversary and ambitions. 

 IBM Apple 

Structure 

• complex configuration  
• repetition (abab)  
• disjoined lines  

• simple configuration  
• non-repetition (abba)  
• joined lines  

Color 
• monochromatic  
• cold  

• polychromatic  
• warm  

Forms 
• substance ("bold")  
• straight  

• outline  
• curved  

These would be the visual aspects of the IBM and Apple logos. But, what is their content, 
what is the purpose of their expression, their signifier side, their messages? Because, only 
when we have analyzed their messages and established the connection between the 
invariants of expression and the semantic units underpinning the contents through 
commutation, we can consider the visual invariants in logos in terms of their respective 
signifiers. We must understand the role and value of the logos within the particular cultures 
of IBM and Apple, because "they are used by the companies as two signs to talk about 
themselves to themselves, just as much as to the others". That is why it is important to 
examine the corporate and advertising documents used by these two companies. We must 
examine "companies' "philosophies", accounts of their origins and presentations of their 
results and projects, because the logos are systematically associated with these elements, 
which contextualize them and give them their meaning and value". 

Usually, when a logo is launched or a styleguide established, basic corporate values are also 
set. So, we discover that IBM stands by its "leading edge technology", its "competency" and 
the "high quality of service", while Apple says that they are about all things "alternative", 
that they present a different way of thinking, "creativity", "conviviality", "freedom". Their 
narrative dimension is of progress and upheaval, of performance and competence, and of 
values (quality of service, freedom, conviviality). Both these accounts rely on the 
articulation of two distinct narrative programmes: a conceptual programme (for IBM, 
"leading edge advance" associated with "competency", for Apple, "alternative" associated 
with "creativity") and a programme of commercial transaction, client-user relationship (for 
IBM, "quality of service", for Apple, "freedom" and "conviviality"). 

1984 

In fact, despite the inversion of the differential visual traits of their logos, their narrative 
contents are identical: they both give accounts of the production of added value, 
contribution to the history of IT, commercial transaction and client benefit, they both give 
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accounts of the origin and acquisition of the cognitive wealth represented by computers and 
IT. This is not a usual occurence, that logos glorify a progressive and revolutionary spirit. 

But lets test the connection between the visual invariants of the Apple logo and its message - 
how would Apple represent a world without freedom and conviviality, a non-alternative 
world? The answer can be easily seen in the Apple "1984" ad, a short film shown at the 
Superbowl on January 22, 1984 to announce the launch of Macintosh. It is, of course, a 
clear reference to George Orwell and his 1984 novel, but is there something else? 

Its opening sequences show rows of people with shaven heads, uniformed, marching 
through dark tunnels that join big grey buildings, each looking straight ahead with an 
empty gaze. They all end up sitting on parallel benches with eyes on the giant screen (with 
blue cathode stripes), where we see the malevolent face of the Leader. Audience listens 
without any reaction, when a heroine, athletic young woman, pursued by faceless guards, 
comes running up armed with a sledge-hammer. She is blonde and shapely, wears red 
shorts and a t-shirt showing a drawing of a Mac. She throws a hammer that hits the 
screen which implodes, the impact reaches the audience who, with mouths open, fade into 
the grey surroundings. The screen reads "On January 24th, Apple Computer will 
introduce Macintosh. And you'll see why 1984 won't be like 1984." 

 

We can recognize the visual invariants of the IBM logo in the film: complex configuration of 
the IBM logo is present in the exterior aspects of the totalitarian city; lines of people, 
repetitive steps, rows in the hall reflect the repetitions of the logo; monochromatic coldness 
and straight lines of tunnels, buildings and walls. Apple logo can be recognized in the 
heroine itself: her body is curvaceous and emphasized in the film; her shorts are red and the 
Mac drawing is colored. 

We can now see a strange semiotic phenomenon: when the message is maintained - 
message of progress, performance, competence - the visual invariants are reversed (IBM 
and Apple logos); conversely, when the visual invariants are maintained - IBM logo and the 
totalitarian society in the Apple film - the contents of the message are reversed. This play of 
relationships and transformations causes a semi-symbolic system (signifying systems 
characterized by a correlation between categories concerning the plane of expression and 
the plane of content) to develop in Apple's visual discourse: 
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complex configuration vs. simple configuration 
cold monochrome vs. warm polychrome 
straight shapes vs. curved shapes 
repetition of identical units vs. non-repeated shape 

 

servitude vs. freedom 
perpetuity vs. before/after 

We see here the same phenomenon observed by Levi-Strauss when describing masks of 
native American communities from the Northwest Coast, i.e. "When, from one group to the 
other, the visual form is maintained, the semantic function is reversed, whereas when the 
semantic function is maintained, the visual form is reversed". This is not a coincidence and 
a unique case (Floch here cites the example of Chanel's "total look" and Panofsky's 
examination of the relationship between the iconography and iconology in the 
Renaissance). Let's see this in a semiotic square: 

 

The big picture 

This helps us observe that the IBM and Apple cultures are based on two opposite axiological 
values, two different philosophies of knowledge. IBM logo started as an abbreviation, and it 
reminds us of the numeric, binary mode of representation since it plays on presence and 
absence, color and non-color; but it also reminds us of the verbal language and writing. 
Apple logo is pictorial and non-linear assembly of signs: it combines a bitten apple and a 
rainbow, where one circumscribes the other, giving it a non-linear presence - it is non-
verbal and analog (non-linear). Here we might recognize two major axes of knowledge 
sustained throughout history of Western thinking, two epistemic attitudes: the 
phonocentric (which advocates reason and indirect knowledge of the reality of the world) 
and the optocentric (which aligns with intuition and direct knowledge). Here, IBM's East 
Coast origins correspond to the East Coast rationalist tradition, as opposed to the West 
Coast empiricism and Apple's West Coast origins, connecting thus history of western 
culture with geography of the companies. 
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Let us now return to the analysis of the figurative dimensions of the logos. Jean-Louis 
Gassee, then chairman of the Apple Products Divison, said in 1989 about the meaning of 
Apple logo: "Our logo is a great mystery: it is a symbol of pleasure and knowledge, 
partially eaten away and displaying the colors of the rainbow, but not in the proper order. 
We couldn't wish for a more fitting logo: pleasure, knowledge, hope and anarchy." Here, 
figurative reading is a cultural event, where perception is always achieved via a personal 
prism, specific to one's culture, where the connotations (secondary meanings) are 
actualized. 

Bitten apple and rainbow are read in a judaeo-christian sense, where the apple references 
the story of Adam and Eve and the Tree of Knowledge, and the rainbow references the Flood 
and the moment when Noah comes to the end of his trials. Bitten apple is also seen as a 
reference to the New York City, the "Big Apple", as the representative of the East Coast, and 
thus a challenge to IBM. Distorted spectrum was also a recurrent visual motif of the 
psychedelia, of the infatuation with Eastern philosophies in the '60 and '70s and the search 
for the "field of consciousness". Distorted rainbow has also lost its geometric configuration, 
so the logo includes the symbol of rebirth and renewal (spectrum) but lost the symbol of the 
new alliance (arc) - is this another proof of intention to oppose IBM? And the color bands 
and the palette effect shows the idea of choice, as opposed to the IBM's binary color/no 
color. But these connotations are of little importance, what matters is that the figuration of 
the logo provide it with a certain cultural substance for a certain target audience and 
increase the efficacy of its denotative message. 

If we continue to explore the figurative dimension in the IBM logo i.e. to recognize the units 
of expression of the natural world, we can see that the Egyptian font used for the logo is 
typically used in the world of commerce, posters, shopfronts, it was designed to ensure 
maximum impact in the early 19th century, and it is used much in the USA. Its parallel 
horizontal stripes, in the context of American culture, are reminiscent of the place for 
signatures on legal documents and hence of the idea of honoring a commitment. So, its 
connotations combine elements of progress, efficiency and honoring commitment - all 
elements already marked by the corporate message associated with the logo. Where Apple 
proposes freedom and conviviality (or "democracy"), IBM proposes the quality of service. 

The difference is significant: Apple proposes basic values and IBM practical values, IBM 
being a service provider. IBM speaks of the dynamism and strength of the corporate 
America, and Apple speaks of non-conformism, hippy America of the '60s, quest for 
spirituality. It is connected with the history of Volkswagen Beetle: in the American culture 
in the '60s and '70s, smalness was always connected with individuality and freedom, one of 
the Volkswagen campaigns used the slogan "Think small" (and Apple used "Think 
different"), and Steve Jobs himself said that he and Steve Wozniak wanted a personal 
computer... we needed a Volkswagen... that are not as fast or as comfortable but enable 
their owners to go where they want to go, when they want to go, and with whom they 
want to go. Owners of Volkswagens are in complete control of their vehicle". 

But let's get back to the stripes. We saw that they signify fortitude and have a great visual 
impact, by the words of M. Pastoureau, "In every picture, striped element is the one that is 
seen the first". This was exactly the reason that Paul Rand chose them for the logo. 
Pastoureau even says that, in the medieval times, striped elements caused the people, used 
to flowing handwriting, to become disoriented, saying "every striped area looks perverse, 
almost diabolical... but that all changed after 1775". In a decade after the American 
revolution, stripes, before exotic and used for marking the clothes of prostitutes and slaves, 
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now become common, and thanks to the americanofilia of the French, became a symbol of 
freedom. And this is at the heart of this strange phenomenon, semiotic inversion - stripes 
are still there as the visual invariant used, but the message is inverted. And in the counter-
culture of Apple, stripes became the symbol of slavery again. Here Floch stresses again the 
importance of this semiotic inversion, saying that a logo doesn't exist by itself, that it cannot 
be neither analyzed nor interpreted outside its semantic universe that gives it its value and 
its meaning. He also quotes Levi-Strauss about mask analysis, saying that "like a myth, a 
mask negates as much as it affirms: it's not made just of what it says or believes it says, 
but also of what it omits". 

The New and Improved, but still slightly 
schizophrenic Apple 

OK, that's enough regurgitation of Jean-Marie Floch. What has changed in the 15 years 
since Floch wrote his analysis of Apple and IBM? 

Well, quite a lot, mainly on the Apple side. First, Apple changed its logo, not once but twice 
- first stylization in 2001, second in 2007 - but it was actually used as early as 1998 on the 
hardware. 

 

 

 

Apple's monochrome 
logo, sometimes used on 

hardware and 
packaging 

Apple's logo from 2001-
2007 

Apple's logo from 2007 
onwards 

Having in mind the Floch's analysis above, what can we tell about these logo changes? 
Monochrome version is pretty simple to explain - it's a solid block, so presumably strives to 
impart a feeling of sturdiness, solidity, reliability to the customers. More importantly, it's 
much cheaper to print/reproduce, so that was probably the main reason for its usage. But 
what about the other two? Well, here it gets a little tricky - we might notice that the older 
one looks a bit deeper, more threedimensional, while the new one, while looking flatter, is 
more pronouncedly split in two. Since the two halves, already existing in the older new logo, 
are not in inverted colors, we might deduce that they do not signify two opposed things, like 
say hardware/software dichotomy between Macs and MacOS X (yin-yang simbol would be a 
perfect example of this, where two spatially complementing color-inverse opposites signify 
such a dichotomy). Their slightly different colors in the older one and more pronounced 
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division and color difference actually seems to point to two complementary things. But what 
would those be? 

The obvious answer would be computers and consumer electronics, and Apple's website 
seems to confirm this theory, as witnessed by a screenshot of its front page. 

 

apple.com website front page - March 24, 2009 

For a company that prides in its fast computers and simple to use operating system, it's a bit 
strange that they get only 1/5 of their web front page - and, at that, their cheapest and least 
powerful computers. It seems as if they don't care much about computers at all, and that 
their most important products are in the field of consumer electronics. Strangely enough, 
logo changes coincide exactly with Apple's product line changes - first version of the new 
logo was introduced in 2001, the year iPod was launched, and the second version in 2007, 
when iPhone was launched. It is also important to note that in April 2007, Apple reported 
32% of revenue came from iPod sales, which went down to 14.21% in October 2008, but at 
the same time they reported 40.09% coming from iPhone sales, thus bringing the total from 
non-computer sales to 61.42%, whereas in Q1 of 2006 iPod contributed to 50.55% of the 
revenue! Those numbers clearly show the other, non-computer (so to speak) side of Apple 
becoming increasingly dominant, and having in mind also the timing coincidences, it looks 
as this explanation for the changes in their logo is confirmed. 
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Changes consolidated and confirmed 

Other possible explanation for the distinct duality in their new logos would be further 
affirmation of their basic premise, simple-to-use and powerful. Apple has been constantly 
racing to attract both beginners and computer pros. This is witnessed by numerous ads 
where, on one hand, they advertise Apple's products as easy and accessible, like a special 16-
page Newsweek brochure published at the launch of Apple Macintosh ("Of the 235 million 
people in America, only a fraction can use a computer... Introducing Macintosh. For the 
rest of us.") but, on the other hand, emphasizing their speed and power ("...common goal: 
to build the most powerful, most portable, most flexible, most versatile computer not-very-
much-money could buy", page 2 of the Newsweek brochure). This a constant in all of 
Apple's ads from the beginning, because they are not only both a software and hardware 
maker (thus explaining ease of use and speed duality), but they also always have two 
product lines covering the high-end and low-end computer hardware and, indeed, all their 
hardware. The accent on duality is so strong that you will actually find very little products 
outside of this low-end/high-end scheme, they very rarely have "middle of the road" 
models, as witnessed in the table below. 

low-end high-end 
Mac Mini Mac Pro 
MacBook MacBook Pro 

iMac MacBook Air 
iPod Touch iPhone 
iPod Shuffle  

(originally iPod Mini) 
iPod Nano/Classic  
(originally iPod) 

Of all these, there is only one arguable pair, iMac and MacBook Air - whose pairing can 
easily be explained as iMac being a slim desktop computer and MacBook Air being a slim 
notebook - and one model that looks like a middle of the range, iPod Nano, but it's actually 
just an iPod Classic with flash memory instead of the hard drive, so it's a bit smaller but 
otherwise visually and functionally almost the same. 

But can this accentuating of dualism (simple/powerful) be confirmed elsewhere? Well, one 
of the places that seem to confirm our theory is their product design. But to explain those 
changes - and shed some light on the logo changes - we have to take a look at the corporate 
history first. 

Apple Inc. was incorporated in 1977 by Steve Jobs, charismatic visioneer, and Steve 
Wozniak, electronics wizard, and a few months later they introduced Apple II (they created 
Apple I a year before with Ronald Wayne, but it wasn't an already built computer but a 
computer kit). Apple II was envisioned as a powerful personal computer, quick, with open 
architecture and color graphics, and this idea was very successful, particularly in the 
education field in the US. In 1980 they introduced Apple III, meant to be a business 
computer, but it didn't go as well. Steve Jobs began working on the Apple Lisa, a 
revolutionary personal computer using GUI (many ideas for which he picked up from Xerox 
PARC lab), eventually introduced in 1983, but it was too expensive; in the meantime, Steve 
Jobs joined work on the low-cost GUI computer, Macintosh, which was introduced in 1984 
and had much success, albeit not as much as Apple II. And then, since Apple Inc. has 
become a large corporation by that time, Steve Jobs was removed as a manager. He quickly 
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founded NeXT Inc. where he worked on advanced GUI computers. In the meantime, Apple 
Inc. continued making computers, some of them very innovative (like Apple PowerBook, 
one of the first laptops, and Apple Newton, the first PDA), but the sales were going down, 
particularly after they stopped making Apple II in 1993. In 1997, after 3 years of losses, the 
Apple Inc. board decided to bring back Steve Jobs. 

 

Apple Inc. products timeline 1983-2009 

Very quickly, Jobs introduced many changes in the company product line, presenting his 
"four product matrix". The matrix is very simple 2x2 matrix: professional vs. consumer, 
desktop vs. portable, thus returning to the old core value - simple - but at the same time 
establishing a new core value - powerful - creating a simple/powerful duality. He introduced 
iMac, a new all-in-one Macintosh, as well as G3 models and iBook notebook. If we take a 
look at the timeline of Apple computers 1983-2009, we can clearly see the difference Jobs 
made - in the period without him, Apple had as much as 25 Macintosh models (not counting 
Apple II line) concurrently! Immediately after he came back to the helm, we see that he cut 
the number of products by more than a half, and we can see that there are rarely more than 
2 models of the same product at the same time. Also, soon after he returned, he revoked the 
licenses issued to other hardware makers to make Mac clones, arguing that they cannot 
cede this revenue because they earn money mostly from hardware. 

Apple product design as another confirmation 

This return of Apple back to its core values - and their change - can be also evidenced in 
their product design, and that is thanks to the collaboration of Steve Jobs and Jonathan Ive. 
Jonathan Ive has worked at Apple Inc. since 1992, but only when Steve Jobs returned in 
1997 did he become a head of the Industrial Design Team, and he designed all of the Apple 
Inc. significant hardware products since. Product design is connected to the logo design so 
much that it is pretty obvious that they're both part of a clear company focus. 
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Old logo period (1998-2001) - back to core values 

Apple logo (1977-
2001) iMac (1998) Power Mac G3 

(1999) iBook (1999) Power Mac G4 Cube 
(2000) 

In this period, his first significant design was a 1998 all-in-one iMac, available in the total of 
13 colors, followed by 1999 Blue & White Power Mac G3, 1999 iBook (5 colors) and 2000 
Power Mac G4 Cube. Examining these designs, we could actually say they're embodiments 
of Apple logo in hardware. All the features of the logo are there: lots of colors, striped 
designs, curved shapes. We can also note that the logo on Apple computers is not actually 
present in its official form, but in its monochrome version, which, through use of figured, 
translucent design actually looks very much like the following logo update. 

Important visual characteristic is the use of translucent (later transparent) plastic - in 
modern political discourse, transparency (i.e. free flow of information from the 
government) is one of the key properties of a free, democratic society. Use of these 
translucent/transparent materials could be considered as a return to another one of Apple's 
core values, freedom, which figured very much in Floch's analysis of Apple and, indeed, in 
lots of Apple's ads, promotional materials and Jobs' speeches. If we look at the Power Mac 
G4 Cube system, we can see all the components in the system - keyboard, mouse, speakers, 
monitor, computer - are transparent! But in the same design we can see an impending 
change - design is slowly starting to become more angular, and there are less and less 
curved areas. Also, please note that those striped designs are, despite done in colored 
plastic, still monochrome, and much reminiscent of IBM's logo than Apple's. 

But, as these first few years after Jobs' comeback could be considered as the back-to-roots, 
now we see that the Apple's philosophy and core values actually are starting to change. 
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New logo, first version (2001/2003/-2007) - changing of the core values 

 

 

 

 

 

Apple's logo 2001 
(2003)-2007 

2001 PowerBook G4 
Titanium 

2001 iBook white  

2002 iMac G4 
Sunflower  

2002 eMac 

 

 

 

 

 

2003 PowerBook G4 
Aluminum 2003 Power Mac G5 2004 iMac G5 2005 Mac Mini, 2006 MacBook 

Now we can see a clear trend in the design of Apple's computers, beginning already with G4 
Cube - high-end machines have a metallic finish or metal case with mostly straight lines, 
thus further imparting a sense of solidity and fortitude, while low end machines will be 
plastic, translucent at the beginning and opaque at the end. That trend began already in 
2000/2001 with G4 Cube, PowerBook Titanium and iBook, but consolidated with 
2002/2003 models, where the division was obvious. After a brief experiment with using 
titanium, Apple starts using brushed aluminum for their high-end computers. 

In January 2003, Apple introduced Mac OS X, their new operating system, officially 
showing their new logo - which looks like it was made of translucent plastic - and featuring 
an Aqua GUI, using translucency and reflection effects, thus propagating the 
consolidification of their visual identity. Now, their logo is translucent plastic, their 
operating system is translucent plastic, and their computers are translucent plastic. Well, 
not all of them, only the low-end ones, and this was obviosuly an anomaly - or was it? 

In October 2003, Apple introduced Mac OS X v.10.3 codenamed "Panther" (all their OS X 
versions are named after predatory cats: jaguar, panther, tiger and leopard), where the 
heart of the interface and OS got a brushed aluminum look. Transparency was reduced, and 
where the GUI elements were previously more figured, more 3D, they are now becoming 
increasingly flat and two-dimensional, and matte, and that trend continued later, and 
transition was complete with Mac OS X v.10.5, Leopard, published in 2007. We can see 
echoes of the same trend in 2005 Mac Mini, which is a low-end machine, but features a 
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brushed aluminum case, with translucent plastic top. Here we see this desire to advertise 
solidity and fortitude (closely associated with power and quality) by using non-reflecting 
matte metal surfaces (brushed aluminum) slowly spread further. 

New logo, second version (2007) - change finished 

 

 

  

 

Apple's logo from 
2007 

2006 MacBook Pro 
(aluminum) 

2007 iMac 
(aluminum)  

2008 
MacBook/MacBook 

Pro aluminum 
unibody 

2008 MacBook Air 

Finally, in 2007, we see this partial incongruency in their visual identity finally brought to 
an end. Mac OS X v.10.5 has virtually no translucent and glossy elements in its interface, 
everything is matte in brushed dark aluminum, and so are all of their computers. In 2007 
iMac, their lowend all-in-one computer, gained matte brushed aluminum case, and in 
October 2008 Apple launched MacBook, MacBook Pro and MacBook Air with aluminum 
unibody, of course matted and brushed. This finally ended their long travel and unified their 
visual identity (sole exception is an old model of MacBook, made of white plastic, which is 
still on sale, mainly because it is much cheaper than the aluminum one). This new visual 
identity is confirmed in their new logo, advertised in Mac OS X v.10.5 - slightly figured 
apple made of matte brushed metal, clearly divided in two. 

Other products 

 

If we were to take a look at the current design of other Apple's products, like the 
iPod/iPhone series, we can see that they all bear marks of the same visual identity - matte 
brushed aluminum, monochromatic design. 
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Apple's message? 

Lets briefly recapitulate now - what changes has Apple seen in its visual identity since 1995, 
when Floch finished his examination? 

First, there was a brief return to core values, reconsolidation of design and establishment of 
a unified, widely dispersed visual identity. In fact, if we use Floch's figurative analysis of the 
logo before, we will see that all those characteristics - simple configuration, warm 
polychrome, curved shapes, non-repeated shape - could also be applied in the analysis of 
the design of their products, where the last characteristic, non-repeated shape, could be 
applied as a characteristic of the product line, where the products were using the same 
visual style but were altogether different, much so like the brothers and sisters in a family. 

But then came a period of change, where colorful designs slowly became monochrome to 
the point where only one color is available - grey, which could be viewed not so much as a 
color but as a lack of color altogether; warm, shiny, translucent plastic became cold, matte, 
opaque brushed aluminum; where curved shapes became increasingly straight; and the 
design became increasingly unified so much as to have become almost two design variants 
(one for iMac, iPods and iPhone - and iMac was actually advertised as such, "from the 
makers of iPod", in 2004 - and another for all other Macs). If we were to put all this in a 
table, it might look pretty familiar: 

complex configuration vs. simple configuration 
cold monochrome vs. warm polychrome 
straight shapes vs. curved shapes 
repetition of identical units vs. non-repeated shape 

It looks familiar because this was the table used to compare IBM and Apple's logos. As we 
can see, it is perfectly applicable to describe the new Apple's visual identity, it's just that 
instead of IBM at the left side, we have the new Apple! Now let's go one step further and 
examine the semiotic square Floch used to relate Apple's "1984" ad to IBM and Apple: 

 

If we imagine that, instead of "LOGO IBM", we have written "new LOGO Apple", it would 
become very obvious that we have before us a classical case of semiotic inversion, as 
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described by Levi-Strauss: When, from one group to the other, the visual form is 
maintained, the semantic function is reversed, whereas when the semantic function is 
maintained, the visual form is reversed". Here, Apple reversed its visual form, but 
maintained its semantic function - new Apple has actually become what IBM was! Whereas 
before Jobs said that he and Steve Wozniak "needed a Volkswagen... that are not as fast or 
as comfortable but enable their owners to go where they want to go, when they want to 
go, and with whom they want to go", we now have a company that advertises exactly speed 
and comfort i.e. ease of use, practical values before advocated and advertised by IBM, which 
in turn was so grotesquely caricatured in the "1984" ad. 

But is it possible? Is it possible that the company that advocated hippy values and non-
conformism has become just another big company? In fact, even when Apple made that 
"1984" ad, they were in no way a small company - in 1982, just 5 years after incorporating, 
they have reached $1 billion in sales. In 1988 they sold over a million Macs, with sales 
totalling more than $4 billion with more than 5000 employees. Even after the problematic 
early '90s, when Jobs came back in 1998, sales were at almost $6 billion. Obviously, it was 
just a matter of time before they updated their visual identity and brought it to speed. 

Looking at the bigger picture and examining possible socio-geographical causes for this 
change, we see that this was in no means an anomaly. Apple Inc. headquarters is situated in 
the Silicon Valley, southern part of the San Francisco Bay Area in Northern California, 
encompassing San Jose and, more importantly, Stanford University and Xerox's Palo Alto 
Research Center, from which many bright students and many ideas came. And while in the 
early '70s there were already lost of semiconductor companies in the area, after Apple's 
successful IPO in 1980, availability of the venture capital for financing startups exploded. In 
2006, Wall Street Journal story found that 10 of the most inventive town in the US were in 
Silicon Valley, which was also third largest high-tech center in the US, behind New York 
metropolitan area and Washington metropolitan area, but with highest average high-tech 
salary and the biggest high-tech manufacturing center in the US. 

With all this, it is small wonder that Apple's visual identity resembles more old IBM's than 
old Apple's - it's just that Apple is one of the rare companies that has applied its visual 
identity so uniformly across all his products lines - hardware, entertainment products, 
software. And in these changes they have clearly reflected that they have become one of the 
biggest and richest computer companies in the US. 
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Epilogue - Dynasty unraveled 

For those who still doubt that Apple is not in the business of selling computer Volkswagens 
and that they are not about hippy values, freedom and democracy any more, let perform a 
quick final test of our conclusion. For this, we will briefly examine Apple's advertising. 

 

 

 

Apple I ad, 1976 Apple welcoming IBM, 1981 "Macintosh introduction", December 
1983 

We can clearly see here that in 1976, when they used their shortly-lived first logo, they 
didn't have much of the identity - they didn't even have design. The 1976 ad looks like a 
regular small-business-type ad that just shows the product characteristics, neatly aligned, 
but doesn't have any visual identity or corporate philosophy behind it. But later ads, from 
1981 and 1983, clearly show a big(ger) company that certainly pays attention to design and 
translating corporate philosophy into visual identity. There are no product characteristics 
shown but instead we read company manifestos, completely in line with Jobs' stated 
company vision of creating computer Volkswagens and supporting hippy values and 
personal freedom. But ads from 1997 onwards show something slightly different. 

In 1997 Apple started their "Think Different" campaign, that they used until 2002. Think 
Different commercials featured black and white video footage of significant historical 
people, like Albert Einstein, John Lennon, Thomas Edison, Alfred Hitchcock, Pablo Picasso 
etc. while voiceover narrated "Here's to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The 
troublemakers. The round pegs in the square holes. The ones who see things differently..." 
They were focused on brand image, not specific products, and sometimes featured just the 
logo and the slogan. But, while they seem to celebrate genius, inventiveness and originality - 
they actually appropriated and adapted IBM's corporate motto, "Think", that at the time 
was used by the company for more than 80 years, and even their computers were named 
ThinkPad, ThinkCentre, ThinkVision, and their services ThinkServices! So, while on the 
surface continuing to seem like the company they once were, with the associated values, 
they have in fact advertised that they became another IBM (and maybe in doing so skillfully 
used the connotations associated with IBM and its products). Interesting thing to note is 
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that these ads are strictly without opponent, even implied (unlike "1984" or later ads) and 
apersonal (like "1984", but unlike later ads featuring people communicating directly to the 
viewer). 

 

 

 

"1984" ad "Think different" "Switch" "Get a Mac" 

In 2002 they started the "Switch" campaign, where featured "real people" who had 
"switched" from MS Windows to the Mac. They featured people who were unsatisfied with 
their PCs running Windows and have for some reason switched to Macs, mainly because 
Windows is too complicated and Macs are simple, for people who "don't follow instructions 
very well... Macs are friendly to people like me" (ad featuring Yo-Yo Ma, world famous 
cellist). These ads are so focused that not only do they not feature any products, they are 
virtually empty, just the white background with one person talking about Windows and 
Macs. Here, Apple openly presents Microsoft as its opponent, and if we think in terms of the 
semiotic square, simple and powerful would be on top (representing Apple) and their 
contradiction would be slow (not-powerful in computer terms, not-efficient, not-quick) and 
complicated (not-simple), clearly representing Microsoft. 

Finally, in 2006 they started their "Get a Mac" campaign, featuring two actors introducing 
themselves as "PC" and "Mac", where the PC is older, fatter, formal and in a suit, and the 
Mac is younger, laid-back and clearly more capable. These ads are also abstract, featuring 
white background, but even more so because they don't feature real people but abstract 
representations of computers, and don't demonstrate real-world scenarios but, again, 
abstract generalizationed representations of possible situations. 

Now that we have these campaigns laid out one next to another, we can clearly see the 
progression confirming our presumption on Apple's visual identity change reflecting change 
in Apple's corporate philosophy and core values. In "1984" ad, we see a revolution, a young 
athletic woman opposed to dreadful boring old workers, bringing revolution and 
dismantling the world order in a "David vs. Goliath" sense, where both the revolutionary 
and the Big Brother are clearly identified, woman having a Mac on her shirt, and Big 
Brother and the workers through applying IBM's visual identity. In the "Think different" 
campaign we see a company aligning itself with the old adversary, albeit implicitly, while 
still promoting those who think differently, "crazy ones... misfits... rebels...". In the "Switch" 
campaign, they explicitly announce a new adversary, Microsoft Windows, but the idealistic 
values are pretty toned down, there are no geniuses, misfits and rebels, they are just normal 
people who can't follow instructions very well, and who like the design so much they want to 
touch it. Lastly, in the "Get a Mac" campaign, they have finally finished with the idealism 
and revolutionary spirit is totally gone - PC and Mac are just two friendly guys, one is maybe 
a bit more serious and other one a bit more laid back, but they are on the same level and 
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have same values, they have just chosen two different ways to achieve it - if you were just to 
dress them differently, no one would ever notice the difference. 

Finally, the conversion of Apple to IBM is complete. There are no more computer 
Volkswagens, and Apple now is not the Apple it once was. And the words of Steve Jobs 
confirm it ever so clearly: "There are some customers which we chose not to serve. We 
don't know how to make a $500 computer that's not a piece of junk, and our DNA will not 
let us ship that... We've seen great success by focusing on certain segments of the market 
and not trying to be everything to everybody." (Steve Jobs, October 2008) 

The Apple is dead - long live the Apple! 
 


